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About This Game

ADVENTURES OF LUFFY AND HIS STRAW HAT CREW ARE COMING TO PC!

Enjoy the original story of ONE PIECE from Fuschia village, where everything has started, to the kingdom of Dressrosa, a
mysterious island dominated by the evil Donquixote.Doflamingo.

Will your resolution be strong enough to defeat the most dangerous pirates, including Doflamingo and many more?
Gather every member of the Straw Hat Crew, like in the original story, sail to the most emblematic places and enter the most

epic battles: Marineford, Fish-Man Island, Punk Hazard and Dressrosa!

One Piece Pirate Warriors 3 brings you many exciting improved and new features, including:

Higher quality graphics and animation: the One Piece universe has never been depicted so faithfully

Number of Popular characters weaving the stories greatly increased: Sabo, Doflamingo, Fujitora and many more!

Improved gameplay and incredible new co-op actions (no Online Co-op)

More action than ever in the latest installment of the PIRATE WARRIORS series, created by KOEI TECMO GAMES
and BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment.
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Title: One Piece Pirate Warriors 3
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
ONE PIECE
Release Date: 27 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1

Processor: Core2Duo 2.4GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB Nvidia GeForce 8800 / ATI Radeon HD 3870

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 13 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 9.0c or higher

Additional Notes: Game pad support

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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This game may seem too simplistic. There is truth to that statement. However, the modern market the scope of games has
ballooned to the point where many have become a multifacted behemoth to the extent that your play style will only provie a
fraction of the games total experience. In constrast, AstroShift provides a welcome step backwards to a more straightforward
structure. The entire game is provided upfront and there is a single way to play. 90 minutes of a moderate enjoyment is worth
the cost.

. Really fun puzzle game. Excellent game.. It might say I have 5 hours on record, but I do not. I installed this game and upon
booting it up, nothing happened. I tried to boot it up again and again, nothing happened. So I guess it's kinda broken for me.
(This post was made as a joke and I am in no way of hating the game even though I haven't been able to boot it up.. A good
game with good graphics but you need fine movement to be able to get through some of the puzzles, sadly I found this to
difficult early on the game and could progress no further. A pity.. Sparkle 2 is a wonderful puzzle game, very similiar to Zumas
Revenge and the Luxor game's. This game has a magical feel to it, and a story to go as well. The music is pleasant to the ear, and
the game is very addicting. If you like these type games you will enjoy this game for sure :)

With out to many spoilers, the store page descibes the game very well, what you see and hear is what you get. This game is
worth the asking price, in my personal opinion :)

I will play this game till the cows come home, inbetween other games, and at my own personal leisure.

I Love this game \u2665\u2665\u2665

Only 1 down fall, my achievement for getting all the stars in Survival did not activate and pop, must be a bug glitch :(

. the game is nice but there is a lack of players , most of the time there are zero matches avaliable because there are no players.
The only thing better is a T-800. A very good game! But you will need a decent computer to play it, if you are not a fan of this
kind of thing you will get bored fast, also the controls take a long time to get used to but currently it's on sale so right now it is
100% worth it.
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tbh I still like Zebruh after this route but it doesnt change the fact that I'd gladly kick him across a football feild lmao. (not
native speaker here)

While not being a AAA game, it's at least a AA game : the graphics are still clean for today (2019), the feeling of the gameplay
is flawless while not revolutioning anything, the campagne is really enjoyable with cool cinematics while not being top notch.
The multiplayer is really cool while being almost dead to this date (don't take DLC's, there is nobody to play them, but classics
maps are still played and the Horde mode is fun as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665). Seriously, it's a shame that Dawn Of War 3
failed that hard and Relic said they will focus from now on on Ages Of Empire 4 (still a good news tho) but we need a Space
Marine 2 ! There are a lots of good Games Workshop video games, but they are for the vast majority little productions with
meh to bad quality... Space Marine is for me the only game with DoW 1 close to a triple A in the GW universe. go for it, it cost
nothing today and is enjoyable for what it is !. Want often of the dynamics and feelings?
Then faster in the Shoe game, the program together!. The music we love from the game we love. Brilliantly!. Includes one of the
best armour suits in the game when you complete it and you also get to shoot communists.
What's not to love about it?. To be competitive you need to dump massive amounts of money into this game and it also requires
you spend multiple hours per day to stay competitive as well. It is a major time sync that is complely made for those that started
when the servers opened not really friendly for new users.. Pretty good Zelda style game. It's 101% old school and you'll be
searching every inch of the map for items with minimal hints, which is good. However combat mechanics and the actual puzzles
and dungeons are a bit so-so. If they can improve on those aspects the sequel could be amazing
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